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Abstract—At present most of the existing authenticators require the input of high entropy keys. However, these keys are hard to remember and a great deal of the existing authentication protocols are based on passwords, the low entropy ones, which are given by users in practice. In this paper, we propose a password-based authenticator P-Auth. P-Auth uses “reputation” to generate high entropy unite secrets that are build on password and session key. It also employs threshold scheme to resist offline dictionary attack and provide forward security.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to grab benefits an adversary in the communication channel has the willing and power to arbitrarily modify, delete, block or inject message between communicators. Thus, authentication protocols aiming at guarantee message source and avoid improper modification on the flows have been put forward in the interest of solving this problem. Now it also becomes one of the crucial secure communication issues [1, 2]. Numerous authentication protocols have been provided to against malicious adversaries. Nevertheless, due to lacking of sufficient specification and analysis flaws are often found in these designs. In [3] Bellare et al. proposed the notion of authenticator to simplify problems in authentication protocol design. In the paper they formalized two models. Authenticated-link model (AM), in which an adversary is limited to faithfully transmit a message from its sender to the receiver. That is, an adversary could do nothing beyond changing order of messages or simply drop them in this model. The unauthenticated-link model (UM), whereas, does not have such requirement. Given these two models, an authenticator is used as a “protocol compiler” to transform a proven secure protocol under AM into an equilibrium one in UM. By this way the intricate work of authentication protocol design and analysis is significantly reduced. Following their method, lots of message transmission authenticators (MT-authenticator) are proposed [4, 5, 6, 7]. Jiang et al. in [8] suggested an authenticator E-Auth that successfully transforms a protocol as a whole. Compared with those MT-authenticators which compile each message in protocol, his authenticator increases the round complexity of the resulting protocol only by at most an additively small number. However, Jiang’s work requires some encryption scheme E with a public/private key pair $(e_i, d_i)$ and it is well known that the issue of asymmetric key pair generation, distribution and maintenance is so complex that it itself is another branch in security realm [9]. As we know asymmetric key system is seldom used in people’s daily life, we propose a password-based authenticator P-Auth in this paper.

P-Auth is an authenticator based on MT-authenticator and E-Auth. However, the combination of password and authenticator made it distinguished from them. We especially stress this character of P-Auth as most of the existing authenticators require the use of asymmetric key pair that is hardly accepted by common people rather than human memorable password. Besides, though there are lots of works focus on the construction of password-based protocol design [10, 11, 12, 13] scarcely any of them makes contribution to authenticator. As we have to deal with the well known off-line dictionary attack faced by all password-based design, we adopt threshold scheme. Different from former works [14, 15, 16, 17], P-Auth needs no sever and it can be implemented by clients. In P-Auth quantity of partial secret send by one party to the other is less than threshold number. The receiver uses incept secrets and missing ones generated by him to reconstruct unite secret. Moreover, in order to strengthen this implementation, we acquire the notion of reputation that decides the substitution position of password in session key. Through introduction of these two notions, P-Auth also owns the character of dictionary attack resisting and forward security.

II. PRILIMINARIES

A. Authenticator

Model Here we put two security models together since the main difference between them is adversary’s ability. Assume besides n parties $P_1 \cdots P_n$, there is an adversary $A$ participates in the running of message-driven protocol $\pi$. $A$ can control and schedule activations in $\pi$ but is restricted to deliver message faithfully. This model is called an authenticated-link model (AM) and adversary $A$ is named as AM-adversary. Different from AM, adversary in UM (unauthenticated-link model) owns an ability to determine the scheduling of events. He can delete, insert or modify messages in the communication channel at will. Capable adversary $U$ like this is referred to as an UM-adversary.

Authenticator An authenticator is a transformation that takes a secure protocol in AM into an “equivalent” secure one in UM. Formally, it is defined as:
Definition A compiler $C$ is an algorithm that takes for input descriptions of protocols and outputs descriptions of protocols. An authenticator is a compiler $C$ where for any protocol $\pi$ in AM, $\pi' = C(\pi)$ emulates $\pi$ in UM.

Once the authenticator has been designed, one can construct an AM secure protocol and then implement the authenticator to produce an UM secure protocol. In [3] Bellare et al. construct two MT-authenticators which are one-flow protocol emulating that have to be applied on each message independently. In [9] Jiang et al. suggested authenticators that can overcome the round complexity problem on efficiency. However, as we have mentioned that these authenticators require asymmetric key system initial phrase and every party should maintain public/private key pairs that are not commonly used by people we designed a password-based authenticator that does not have this problem.

B. Password-based protocols

Although password-based protocols are efficient and easy to implement, it is insecure for the reason of low entropy. Assume the password is selected uniformly from a relatively small dictionary $D \subset \{0, 1\}^n$, where $|D| = \text{poly}(n)$. An adversary can either choose to use on-line-guessing attack with success probability $1/|D|$ at each attempt or use off-line dictionary attack that performed by exhaustively enumerate all possible candidates to break the password. Therefore, the central challenge of this kind of protocol is how to prevent dictionary attack (while on-line attack can be prevented by presenting appropriate intervals between invalid trials [16]). In our password-based authenticator we introduced threshold scheme and “reputation” to avoid this problem.

C. Threshold scheme

Threshold scheme, also called secret sharing scheme, was introduced firstly in [18]. A $(k, n)$ threshold scheme is a protocol among $n$ players in which some dealer distributes partial information of a secret to $n$ participants in order to meet the following statements. One is that any group which contains less than $k$ participants can not obtain any information about the secret; the other is that any group of at least $k$ participants can reconstruct the secret in polynomial time [17]. Common use of threshold scheme on password is a protocol to distribute partial password to $n$ different parties, if arbitrary $k$ parties can recover the secret then these parties can be authenticated by the one who segments the secret. However, we do not implement threshold scheme directly on password in our authenticator. Instead, we occupy it with the auxiliary parameter “reputation”. Besides, threshold scheme in our authenticator only held between two parties. As we only interest in the theoretical research on constructing the authenticator here computing cost stems from the employment of threshold scheme is neglected in this paper.

D. Reputation

In real world, people’s behavior toward the ones they encounter is mostly based on their reputation. If it is good, one can make interaction with its holder without much scruple. Otherwise, one has to think twice or even refuse interchange. Derived from this phenomenon, designers of e-commerce (especially in P2P systems) import the conception of reputation. That is, as a summarized history of other people’s transaction is provided by reputation system users can make use of it on deciding to what extent they should trust an unknown person before they themselves communicate with him/her [19]. In our work, “reputation” is not a real factor to decide whether one party should or should not trust another. Instead, it is an auxiliary element in unite secret construction in P-Auth. By using it, our authenticator occupies the character of forward security.

III. P-AUTH

In this section, we propose our password-based authenticator P-Auth. It makes use of modified E-Auth [8].

A. Notations

- $pw$: Password between communicators.
- $L_A$: Session key length.
- $L_{pw}$: Password length.
- $\Delta(|\Delta| = L_{pw})$: One unit of interval in unite secret.
- $N = \lfloor L_A / L_{pw} \rfloor$: Number of interval.
- $R_{ij}^m$: Reputation of party $P_i'$ in $P_j'$'s view after $m$ sessions. $R_{ij}^m \in \{1, 2, \cdots, N\}$.
- $SR_{ij}^m$: Reputation of party $P_i'$ in $P_j'$'s view thought by $P_i'$. That is, it is a value guessed by $P_i'$, not the real value determined by $P_i'$. $SR_{ij}^m \in \{1, 2, \cdots, N\}$.
- $\nu$: Shift rate on $\Delta$ between communicators.
- $U$: Unite secret generation function.
- $e_{ij}^m$: Unite secret held by party $P_i'$ at the $m$-th session.
- $T$: A $(k, n)$ threshold scheme.
- $PE_{ij}^m(s)$: The $s$-th output secret from party $P_i'$ to $P_j'$ on the $m$-th session ($1 \leq s \leq n$).
- $T_sPE_{ij}^m(s)$: Test secret at party $P_j'$'s side for input secret from party $P_i'$ ($1 \leq s \leq n$).
- $T_{s}PE_{ij}^m(s)$: Test secret at party $P_j'$'s side for input secret from party $P_i'$ ($1 \leq s \leq n$).
- $e_{ik}$: Session key.
- $MAC$: Message authentication code with a key space.
- $N_i$: Party $P_i'$'s MAC key. $N_i \leftarrow K$.
- $E_{ij}^m$: Using $e_{ij}^m$ as the encryption key.
• $MAC < N_j >$ : Message authentication code using key $N_j$.

**B. The authenticator**

Let $\pi$ be any protocol. Assume $P_1, \cdots, P_n$ are $n$ parties. Let $m_1, m_2, \cdots$ represent message flows exchanged between $P_i$ and $P_j$ in $\pi$. Without loss of generality, suppose $m_i$ is sent from $P_i$ to $P_j$. Let $\pi' = P\text{-Auth}(\pi)$, we use $P'_i$ to denote party $i$ in protocol $\pi'$. Before applying our authenticator, parameters $pw, L_{sk}, L_{pw}, R^0_{ij}, R^0_{ji}, \nu$ must be negotiated through secure channel. We also assume that $e^0_{sk}$ is already existed. Figure 1 shows the detail of our authenticator.

**P. i**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\vdots \\
\vdots \\
\vdots \\
\end{array} \\
\begin{array}{c}
m_i, E_{pw}(PE^m_{ij}(s), \cdots, PE^m_{ji}(t)), MAC < N_j > (1, m_i, P'_i), E^m_{ij}(N_j, m_i) \\
m_2, MAC < N_j > (1, m_2, P'_i) \\
m_3, MAC < N_j > (2, m_2, P'_i) \\
m_4, MAC < N_j > (2, m_3, P'_i) \\
m_5, MAC < N_j > (3, m_3, P'_i) \\
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

Figure 1. A Password-based authenticator P-Auth

(1) Stage 1

(A) At $P'_j$’s side

- $P'_j$ inputs $e^m_{sk}, R^m_{ij}$ and $pw$ to function $U$ to generate his unite secret $e^m_{ij}$, one he uses to interact with $P'_j$.

\[
e^m_{ij+1} = U(e^m_{sk}, R^m_{ij}, pw)
\]

Function $U$ can be described as follows: Since $N = \lfloor L_{sk} / L_{pw} \rfloor$ is fixed, $e^m_{sk}$ can be divided into $N$ parts, we neglect the remaining $L_{sk}$ mod $L_{pw}$ part of $e^m_{sk})$. Then, we view $R^m_{ij}$ as a pointer (or index). It shows us which part in $e^m_{sk}$ should be replaced by the password. Therefore, after the alternation between part of $e^m_{sk}$ and password, $P'_j$’s unite secret in the $m$-th session $e^m_{ij}$ is generated.

- Using $e^m_{sk}$ as input, threshold scheme $T$ output $n$ partial output secret $PE^m_{ij}(1), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(n)$.

(B) $P'_j$ does the same work as $P'_i$.

(2) Stage 2

- In $\pi$, $P'_j$ first sends $m_i$ to $P'_i$.

- $P'_j$ takes $N_j \leftarrow K$, responds with message $m_i$, $E_{pw}(PE^m_{ij}(s), \cdots, PE^m_{ji}(t))$ (k - 1 partial input secret randomly chosen from output secret $PE^m_{ij}(1), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(n)$) and $E^m_{ij}(N_j, m_i)$.

(C) (Checking) On receiving $P'_j$’s answer, $P'_j$ makes two tests. One is $P'_j$ randomly chooses a test secret from $T, PE^m_{ij}(1), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(n)$, the other is from $T, PE^m_{ij}(1), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(n)$, to check whether one of them, together with input secret $PE^m_{ij}(s), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(t)$, can reconstruct unite secret $e^m_{ij}$. Should $P'_j$ succeed, he could decrypt $E^m_{ij}(N_j, m_i)$ to get $N_j$, and then he knows his current reputation $R^m_{ij}$ in $P'_j$’s mind. The interaction goes on. If no, $P'_i$ rejects any further message from $P'_j$.

Next, $P'_j$ takes $N_j \leftarrow K$, sends $m_i$, $E_{pw}(PE^m_{ij}(s), \cdots, PE^m_{ji}(t))$ (k - 1 input secret randomly chosen from $PE^m_{ij}(1), \cdots, PE^m_{ij}(n)$), $MAC < N_j > (1, m_i, P'_j)$ and $E^m_{ij}(N_j, m_i)$ to $P'_i$.

- Similarly, $P'_j$ reconstructs $e^m_{ij}$ to verify $P'_j$’s identity and gets $N_j$ for later use.

Then, $P'_j$ sends $m_i, MAC < N_j > (1, m_i, P'_j)$ to $P'_j$.

Communicators will enter next stage if both of them do not reject each other after stage 2.

(3) Stage 3

If $P'_j$ and $P'_j$ send message alternately, their message should be
$m_i, \text{MAC} < N_i > (2i - 1, m_i, P_i')$

and

$m_i, \text{MAC} < N_i > (2i, m_i, P_i')$ respectively.

(4) Stage 4

After the m-th session is completed, $P_i'$ arbitrarily set $P_i'$'s new reputation in the following way:

$$R_i^{n+1} = R_i^n + v\Delta, \text{or} R_i^n - v\Delta \quad (3)$$

Also does $P_j'$.

C. Discussion and Analysis

From the description we can know that compared with E-Auth which only increases the round complexity by 4 based on MT-authenticators, P-Auth does not make any augment. Furthermore, as a password-based authenticator, P-Auth has the ability to resist off-line dictionary attack. Because parameter “reputation”, which is used as a substitution index, has never been transmitted in any message flow at any form (except in the initial negotiation phrase) and it helps password to be combined into stronger session key to form unite secret, a higher entropy one. This operation magnifies adversary’s load on exhaustive searching. Besides, as only participants know the other side’s initial reputation and their shifting units per session ($v\Delta$) they are able to authenticate each other without any interaction of these two “password parameter” through the implementation of threshold scheme as we have mentioned that a $(k, n)$ threshold scheme guarantees that only under the condition which partial secret’s number exceeds $k - 1$ can the original secret be recovered. In P-Auth, one participant only sends message flows contain $k - 1$ partial secret and leave the other side patch the missing one to reconstruct secret through a “guessing and checking” way. The “guessing and checking” method is derived from the idea that: Suppose $A$, $B$ and $C$ are playing games. At first $A$ lets $B$ know that she has draw a circle on a paper. Then $A$ hides the paper and adds an irregular figure on it, $B$ knows the shape of this figure but not confirm at one or two corner. Later $A$ tears the paper up, randomly chooses some fragments and take them away. Leaving the remaining pieces for $B$ to recover what the specific figure is. $C$ knows nothing from the beginning to the end, except that $A$ draws two figures on a paper. If $C$ wants to do the recovery work instead of $B$ he will find it cost him heavy energy. However, as $B$ knows all the possibilities he only needs to produce some candidate pictures, tear them up in the same way like $A$ and then fix pieces into $A$’s fragmentary picture. If they are inosculated, $B$ can affirm $A$’s graph. So if adversary does not get previous session key he will have no inputs to generate unite secret even if he obtained password. If adversary does not capture current reputation and $v\Delta$ between participants still he can not generate unite secret even if he held previous session key for the reason that if $N$ is large enough the index number “reputation” itself can be viewed as a pseudorandom one. In this way, P-Auth realizes forward security.

We omit comparison between P-Auth and other ones in this paper since there are few works endeavor in the constructing of authenticator at present and most of them are derived from the original MT- authenticator. Formal proof on the security of P-Auth (provable security) is the further research in our work.
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